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Reviewer's report:

This is a clearly written paper as expected from VU. While the title makes it clear that this is not an RCT the results quickly talk about groups.. Could the results begin by reiterating the design which was a comparison of of the volunteers versus abstainers from PST over five weeks after which all got face to face therapy.

Second the authors should discuss the awful adherence rate. Cuijpers knows that we get 50-60% adherence to iCBT when used in primary care (see current Behaviour Research and Therapy) so some account of why would be of value.

Third as the average person only got to lesson 3 then the large effect size could be attributed to problem solving theory and no problem solving behaviour and again this needs to be discussed.

Fourth: most would expect that with an NNT of 2 PST should have made 25 people well and have no need for face to face therapy. Please discuss.
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